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 Abstract  
 
The close connection – or rather: the inseparability – between poetry and rhythm is both well-known 

and thoroughly explored within a scholarly context. For a very long period of time, this connection was 

obvious, since the words in poetry were organised rhythmically in a highly stylised manner, namely 

metrically: in patterns of syllables and accentuations, thus pushing language towards music. However, 

during the 20th century the norm slowly changed and, parallel with an increasing literacy orientation, 

written western poetry became less bound by meter – free verse took over. Today, only a very few 

prominent poets are writing in meter; it can be said that the metrical poetry have emigrated to the 

popular genres, to song and rap lyrics, and that to some extend the poets lost their connection to a 

broader audience in consequence of this development. 

The Danish poet Morten Søndergaard (b. 1964) has always written in free verse. At the same 

time, Søndergaard has always emphasised the great importance of rhythm – and has always 

experimented with sound, music and different ways of reciting. In Søndergaard’s newest collaboration 

(with the drummer Klaus Hedegaard “Q” Nielsen) called Ord og Trommer (“Words and Drums”), 

the poetry transforms in radical ways; first of all in a radical rhythmical way: it is metricised. Live on stage, 

Søndergaard is sampling and looping his own speaking voice, creating repetitive rhythmical language 

sequences. With tight, improvised, constantly shifting 4/4 drum patterns, the drummer is framing and 

accentuating the rhythms of these word chains in ever new ways. The result is a physically compelling, 

often almost-non-semantic word-music – and a modern species of metrical poetry.  

 


